
Minutes 
Arts & Aesthetics Committee 

 
September 27, 2015 

 
Present 
Jane Baldwin, Jim Middleton, Bobby Jones, Sally New, Bruce Little, Elizabeth Runyon 
and Eliza Schmid. 
 
Jane called the meeting to order at 12:30 PM.  There was a motion that the minutes of 
the meeting on August 25, 2015, be approved; and, the motion was seconded, and the 
motion carried.  There was some discussion of the usual date for meetings of the 
committee, and the conclusion was that meetings are held on the fourth Sunday of 
each month, excepting June, July and December. 
 
Mixed Media Show  Bobby reported that four works by Jo Kasper were sold (three from 
the showcase) and one piece by Annie Loe sold, yielding total receipts of $780.00.  No 
one had results for mercado sales. 
 
 
 
Studio Art Quilters Association  Elizabeth reported that Betty Busby is out of town, 
but will return in time for the exhibit.  Betty will provide an inventory of works in the 
show.  Bob has placed a notice in the Messenger, and will place one in the 
eBroadsheet. 
 . 
 
Committee Membership  Neil and Audrey McDonald have resigned from  the 
committee.  Ann Walton is out of town a lot, but wants to remain on the committee. 
 
Asian Artists Exhbit  Elizabeth reported that she has had some difficulty in finding 
Asian Artists for the exhibit.  Nevertheless, she has found at least four artists.  She 
will send the names and addresses to Jane so Jane can send the letters of 
commitment. 
 
Members’ Show  The show of church members’ works will hang on November 21, 
2015.  Sally will attempt to have the entry form placed on the web. 
 
Credit Card Sales  There was a discussion of the use of credit card sales, and feelings 
were mixed.  While it opens another way to make sales, there are difficulties in that 
the proposed purchaser must go to the church office, with the committee 
representative, to complete the transaction.  Otherwise, the representative must 
handle the transaction through a phone smart enough to connect to the internet, and 
the committee’s record keeping would be difficult. There was no final decision. 
 
Hanging System  A few pieces of the works in the present show are hung using a 
different hanging system.  Sally will investigate to determine if we can make use of 
such a system. 
 

Comment [JM1]:  



 2 

Bobi and Dale Show  The McDonalds were sponsors of the Bobi and Dale show, so 
replacements were solicited.  Bruce and Bobby agreed to co-sponsor the show. 
 
The routine for assigning people to purple-hat duties was discussed, assignments 
preferably being at the hanging.  The next hanging will be October 10, 2015. 
 
The meeting was closed at 1:36 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jim Middleton, Assistant Chair 
 

 
 
 
 

  


